






Climate Change and Individual Obligations:  





Unless global greenhouse gas emissions are rapidly reduced, the consequences of climate 
change will be catastrophic.1 What is the significance of this for how ordinary people ought to 
live their lives? 
Of course, government action is crucial for tackling the climate crisis. But it is also true 
that if enough individual people reduce their emissions, this would reduce global warming and 
its harmful consequences. We thus frequently hear calls to change our individual behaviour: take 
a bike or public transit instead of a car, forego air travel, choose vegan options over meat and 
other animal products, avoid single-use plastics, buy energy-efficient appliances, etc. The 
suggestion is that we ought to make these sorts of choices – we act wrongly if we do not. 
 Something like this surely must be right. Given the facts about climate change, surely we, 
as individuals, have moral obligations when it comes to our emissions-producing lifestyle 
choices. But there is a problem in understanding how there could be such obligations: while we 
together could reduce climate change harms if enough of us make low-emissions lifestyle 
choices, any one ordinary individual’s actions typically do not seem to make a difference. It 
seems as though the consequences of climate change are not going to be different, for instance, 
depending on whether or not I drive to work, or whether or not I fly to Europe this summer. But 
	
1 We are already seeing the effects of climate change (extreme weather, droughts, wildfires etc.) For 
projections about what is likely to happen in the future see, for instance, the IPCC’s Special Report on 
Global Warming of 1.5°, https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/ 
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if climate change harms will be just as bad give or take my individual emissions-producing 
activities (driving, flying, etc.), then how can I be said to be acting wrongly, on climate change 
grounds, in doing such things? This is the ‘inefficacy challenge’.2   
The inefficacy challenge actually runs deeper than just described. If it really won’t make 
a difference whether I drive to work or take the subway, not only is it unclear how I could be 
acting wrongly by driving, it is unclear that there is any point at all (to do with climate change) in 
refraining. What reason would I have to inconvenience myself in this way, if doing so won’t 
make a difference for the better? Elsewhere I have focused on this more basic challenge at the 
level of reasons,3 but my concern in the present paper is with our moral obligations. 
The aim of this paper is not to answer the inefficacy challenge for individual climate-
change-related obligations, but rather to say something about the sort of answer we should be 
looking for. And I do this by way of raising a new problem for a popular approach to the 
inefficacy challenge: the expected utility approach. The first half of the paper focuses on the 
expected utility approach. I argue that it faces a problematic dilemma. In the second half of the 
paper I diagnose the problem. There we see that the dilemma arises from a very general feature 
of the view, and thus is shared by various other views as well. I then discuss what a solution to 
the inefficacy challenge needs to look like if it is to avoid the dilemma. 
The inefficacy challenge is not specific to climate change. It arises in any ‘collective 
impact’ context: any context in which people can collectively cause, or fail to prevent, great 
	
2 A different kind of climate change-related obligation that individuals might have is to pressure 
governments and other organizations to change their policies. It is important to note, though, that the 
inefficacy challenge can arise with respect to activist activities as well. While very many signatures on a 
petition or participants in a protest could make a difference to government decisions, it’s hard to believe 
that these decisions will go differently give or take any one ordinary individual’s signature or attendance 
at the protest. The discussion in this paper applies to that context as well, but for simplicity I’m focusing 
my attention on obligations with respect to lifestyle choices. 
3 See Nefsky 2017. 
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harm or injustice by acting in a certain way but in which any one such act does not seem to make 
a difference. While the central example of the paper is climate change, in the final section I 
discuss how the point extends to other collective impact cases. 
2. A Dilemma for the Expected Utility Approach 
 Importantly, I am approaching the inefficacy challenge without assuming any prior 
commitment to a general moral theory like consequentialism. That is, I am approaching the 
problem directly, rather than from the perspective of someone committed to a particular general 
theory. What I am interested in is how we can give an intuitively plausible answer to the 
challenge – one that delivers certain intuitively important results. As an illustration, consider Ms. 
Lavish: 
Ms. Lavish lives a high-emissions lifestyle. She has a big home, which she keeps very warm in 
the winter and very cool in the summer, and which is decked out with lots of fancy energy-
consuming features, like an indoor swimming pool and gas heat lamps for her rooftop deck. She 
travels frequently for weekend getaways and vacations. She has a gas-guzzling SUV, which she 
loves driving. She uses it multiple times a day – to get to the grocery store (even though it is just 
down the street), to get to work (even though she could easily take public transit), and so on. 
Indeed she loves driving her SUV so much that on most Sundays she goes for a drive along the 
nearby scenic highway just for fun.4 
 
I think a skeptical answer to the inefficacy challenge (i.e. one that says that individuals do not 
have climate-change-related lifestyle obligations) is really implausible when one thinks of 
someone like Ms. Lavish. Surely Lavish should not be living like this, given the facts about 
climate change. I am interested in how we can give a plausible solution to the inefficacy 
challenge that delivers this intuitively important result, among others.  
 To be clear: there might be other reasons, unrelated to climate change why Lavish should 
not be living like this. But for our purposes, we want to leave any such other factors aside. The 
	




question is: how can we explain why her behaviour is morally problematic on climate-change-
related grounds? 
 One popular way of answering this is by appealing to expected utility. This expected 
utility approach (‘EU’) proceeds in two steps5: first, it says that it is incorrect to say that your 
individual act won’t make a difference, because there is always at least some chance that it will. 
In the case of climate change, this step goes something like this: as emissions climb higher, there 
are going to be various points – or, thresholds – at which higher greenhouse gas concentrations 
in the atmosphere result in further harmful outcomes (like floods, droughts, hurricanes, and so 
on, that would not otherwise have occurred, or would not otherwise have been as severe). While 
it may be very unlikely that your individual emissions-producing act (e.g. your drive to work) is 
the one that causes such an emissions threshold to be crossed, there is at least a chance that it 
does. There is a chance, in other words, that your small individual act pushes things over a 
tipping point, resulting in further harm that otherwise would not have occurred. So there is at 
least a small chance that you do make a difference for the worse by driving.  
 The second step is that even if the chance of making a difference is only tiny, this will be 
a tiny chance at making a large difference for the worse. We are talking about a difference to 
whether or not severe storms, floods, droughts and so on, occur, or to how severe they are. These 
things affect large numbers of people and animals. A small chance at making a large difference 
in harm amounts to a substantial expected harm. As a result, we can say, on expected utility 
grounds, that it is typically impermissible to do a higher emissions act when there are lower 
	
5 Many philosophers have adopted EU as an approach to collective impact cases in general. For two 
excellent general defenses of this approach, see Kagan 2011 and Norcross ms. For the EU argument 
applied specifically to the climate change case, see Morgan-Knapp and Goodman (2015), Lawford-Smith 
(2016), and Broome (2019). Broome (2012, 76-77) also partially appeals to it, and Hiller (2011) does too. 
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emissions options available: it is impermissible unless there is some sufficiently weighty 
expected benefit to doing it over the alternatives. 
 Applied to Lavish’s case, EU says: take any instance of the activities described. For 
instance, take one of her Sunday drives along the scenic highway in her SUV. This has a 
substantial expected harm, because there is a chance (even if only very small) that the emissions 
produced will push things over some threshold, resulting in harmful outcomes that would not 
otherwise have occurred, or would not have been as severe. This expected harm is going to 
clearly outweigh the expected benefit of this drive. After all, the only expected benefit is 
pleasure for her, and lower-emissions options could still be quite pleasurable, even if not as 
much. So, Lavish acts wrongly in driving her SUV along the scenic highway for fun that day. 
And, analogously, every other time she does it. 
 The exact same point applies to many of Lavish’s other activities. She is constantly 
making choices like this: driving when she could easily avoid it, cranking up the air conditioner, 
heating her indoor swimming pool, flying to yet another holiday destination, and so on, all for 
the sake of gains in her own pleasure, comfort or convenience – gains that are minor when 
compared to the substantial expected disutility of each of these acts. Thus, the view says: Lavish 
is acting wrongly much of the time, on climate-change-related grounds. 
 So far so good. But I am going to argue that EU faces an unhappy dilemma. There are 
two possibilities for the view: either it cannot really get those non-skeptical verdicts or it yields 
implausibly strong verdicts. Either way, it does not deliver intuitively important results that we 
should hope our solution will deliver. So we should be interested in finding a different approach 
that can do better. 
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 Beginning with the first horn of the dilemma: some have argued that the expected utility 
calculus, done correctly, will not actually give the desired non-skeptical verdicts. For instance, 
Budolfson points out that even if one’s car trip is in fact the one that causes some emissions 
threshold to be crossed, you only make a difference for the worse if that threshold would not 
have been crossed, or would not have been crossed at approximately that time, had you not taken 
that car trip. But that, he argues, is essentially impossible. This is because there is “an entire 
planet of other people” constantly engaging in emissions producing activities. So, if some 
emissions threshold is crossed at t1 with your car trip, it would still have been crossed, if not at t1 
then at an imperceptible amount of time later without it.6 But this means that there is essentially 
no chance that any of Lavish’s acts makes a difference to climate change harms. So, since Lavish 
does at least gain something from these activities, the expected utility of doing them will actually 
be higher than that of refraining. So, she acts permissibly as far as expected utility is concerned. 
Kingston and Sinnott-Armstrong make a similar argument.7 
  If this argument is right, then, the expected utility calculus – done correctly – actually 
yields the skeptical conclusion in Lavish’s case, and to the question more generally. 
 One reply, which Broome emphasizes, is that it is not true that an imperceptible fraction 
of a second means making no difference in harm. This is because the atmosphere is a chaotic 
system. Because of this chaos or instability, a miniscule fraction of a second difference in the 
timing of emissions can make a difference to what happens. For instance, it could make a 
difference to the location or severity of a storm. This is also known as the butterfly effect: the 
	
6 Budolfson ms, p. 36. 
7 Kingston and Sinnott-Armstrong 2018, pp. 180-181.  
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idea that a small disturbance in the atmosphere can have random, unpredictable influences on 
weather.8 
 I don’t think this reply works. The chance of making a difference via the butterfly effect 
is no more of a chance of making a difference for the worse than it is a chance of making a 
difference for the better. So, simply delaying a threshold-crossing by an imperceptible fraction of 
a second is no more likely to make the harmful outcomes more severe than it is to make them 
less severe. In other words, the chances of individually making a difference for the better and for 
the worse via the butterfly effect should really cancel each other out in an expected utility 
calculation.9 
 But a better reply comes from the fact that it is possible that there will be a peak point for 
global emissions after which emissions levels start declining. Perhaps world leaders will make 
the necessary changes in policy for this to happen. If the timing of the peak happens to coincide 
exactly with an emissions threshold being crossed, then each individual drive will count as 
having made a difference for the worse. This is because it’s not true in this scenario that had your 
drive not happened, the threshold would still have been reached at basically the same time 
anyway. This peak-emissions threshold-crossing coincidence scenario seems highly unlikely. 
	
8 Broome 2019, pp. 112 -113.  
9 Thank you to Mark Budolfson for a discussion of this by email. Morgan-Knapp and Goodman consider 
this sort of reply. They point out that a walk in the park could also affect the weather via the butterfly 
effect. But they say that in that case the probabilities cancel out because “you have no information to 
suggest that taking a walk in the park is any more likely to cause a hurricane than it is to prevent one.” (p. 
185) But they claim this is not so with a drive: “the carbon dioxide emitted by the car engine does affect 
the process by which the sun heats the earth, and does change the level of energy in the atmosphere. Here 
the distribution of effects is not symmetrical. It is slightly skewed towards worse outcomes.” (p. 185) 
Kian Mintz-Woo has made a similar point to me. However, I think our discussion above suggests that this 
way of thinking about the butterfly effect and climate change is not correct. The difference one’s drive 
could make with respect to the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere is, if anything at all, 
purely a difference of a tiny fraction of a second in timing. (This leaves aside one exception, which I 
discuss next.) I don’t think there is any reason to think that that sort of extremely miniscule difference in 
timing would be more likely to make a difference for the worse than for the better in the consequences of 
climate change. In other words, if it makes a difference to harmful outcomes at all, this would be purely 
because of chaos/the butterfly effect, which is no more skewed one way than another. 
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But, assuming it is indeed possible, this mean that there is a tiny chance of making a difference 
for the worse in climate change harms via a single drive.10 
 Going forward, then, I am going to proceed on the assumption that what we know is that 
there is a chance of making a difference to climate change-related harms by a single drive, or by 
any other ordinary emissions-producing activity, but that this chance is extremely small.11 
	
10 I have focused on what I think is the best argument found within articles like Broome (2019), Morgan-
Knapp and Goodman (2015), and Lawford-Smith (2016), for the claim that there is a significant chance of 
making a difference to climate change harms via a single ordinary activity like driving. But these authors 
also bring in other points to try to defend the claim. In this note, I briefly address one other such point 
from Broome (2019), namely that some of the harms of climate change happen through “continuous 
processes”, as opposed to discrete events. An example he gives of a discrete climate event causing harm 
is a typhoon. Examples he gives of continuous processes causing harm are: “as water tables sink, people 
have to do more and more exhausting work to get the water they need; as the sea level rises, arable land is 
gradually washed away and families grow more hungry.” (p. 112) Broome suggests that in the case of 
these sorts of continuous processes, it isn’t that each emissions-producing act has a chance of crossing a 
threshold for a big change in harm, but rather that each act does make a difference for the worse but just a 
tiny, imperceptible one. Because the tiny difference affects a lot of people and animals, though, we should 
count it as a non-trivial difference. (p. 122) But I do not think this argument works. Just because the 
process that causes harm is continuous rather than a discrete event, this does not show that each individual 
drive makes a difference to how the process unfolds. The continuous process could be causally 
overdetermined. Also, even if we did concede that each individual act makes some imperceptible 
difference to the process, I do not think this establishes that each act makes a difference with respect to 
what matters morally. Maybe, for instance, each additional ordinary act makes the sea a trillionth of a 
meter higher, but this does not make a difference to the harmful effects of the rising sea level. (See 
Nefsky 2011, pp. 372-377 for a detailed explanation of why an imperceptible difference to something that 
causes harm does not imply a morally relevant difference in harm). In any case, while Broome does spend 
time on this imperceptible harms argument, he also seems to acknowledge that his stronger argument is 
the expected utility argument appealing to chances of making larger differences. (See p. 125)  
11 A different way of getting a chance of making a difference might be through the idea of ‘signaling’: by 
driving less or not at all, by avoiding air travel, by reducing one’s energy use at home, and so on, one 
sends a political signal – one communicates to the government, and to other people, that one thinks 
climate action is important, and that one is eager to cooperate in a solution. (Cullity, 2015, p. 12) While 
the relevant people will not necessarily pick up on these signals, they might. This could make a 
substantial difference for the better. But is this really a significant possibility? The chance of my making a 
difference to government policy by way of a signal I send when I, e.g., take the subway or forgo my 
vacation seems extremely small or non-existent. As Cullity writes, “it is fanciful to think that simply 
reducing energy consumption itself sends an effective political signal. Joining a political lobbying 
movement can be a way of participating in sending such signals; simply turning the lights off is not.” 
(2015, p. 13) On the other hand, it does seem that there is a chance of influencing some other ‘ordinary’ 
people to change their habits by way of changing our own habits. If a friend comes over, and sees various 
eco-friendly products in my house, this might influence her to switch to similar products. But for many of 
us, the chance of having a large enough influence in this way to actually make a difference to climate 
change harms seems tiny. (See Nefsky 2019 section 4.3 and also Nefsky 2018 pp. 270- 272 for more on 
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 This vindicates the first step of the EU argument. But it seems questionable now that the 
second step would go through. It could very well be that, because the chance of making a 
difference for the worse is so small, the expected harm is not actually going to be substantial 
enough to outweigh the expected benefits to Lavish of her scenic drive, or her weekend getaway 
in Napa. If so, then the expected utility calculus again really gives the skeptical verdicts – it 
would say that Lavish acts completely fine, as far as climate change is concerned.12  
 That, then, is the first horn of the dilemma: perhaps EU really just gives us the skeptical 
verdicts. But now let’s assume that the expected utility calculus does work out as described.13 So, 
let’s assume that this tiny chance does yield a significant enough expected harm to outweigh the 
benefits for Lavish of all or most of her luxurious emissions-producing acts in an expected utility 
calculation. The problem now is – and this is the second horn of the dilemma – that EU cannot 
get that result without also getting other implausibly strong verdicts. 
Consider Ms. Green: 
Ms. Green has a very low-emissions lifestyle. She lives in a tiny apartment, with minimal and 
efficient appliances. She does not use an air conditioner in the summer even though it gets quite 
hot where she lives, and she delays turning on her heat in the Fall until it is necessary. She gets 
around almost exclusively by walking, biking and taking public transit. She does own a car – an 
old Toyota Camry that her grandma passed down to her. But she barely drives it. She keeps it 
primarily so that she can drive every once and a while to the woods (about an hour away) to go 
hiking. She barely travels. Her last trip was two years ago, when she went to Italy with a friend. 
 
	
this point.) So I think the conclusion remains: we can generally assume that if there is a chance of 
individually making a difference via an ordinary emissions-producing activity, it is a very small one. 
12 Sinnot-Armstrong and Kingston (2018, p. 180) and Cullity (2015, pp. 7-8) also make this point. 
13 A different issue with the expected utility approach is that we do not and perhaps cannot know which 
side of these two possibilities it is: we do not, and perhaps cannot, know if the expected utility calculus 
comes out against or in favour of the drive. Even if we can know that there is a tiny chance at making a 
difference, and so some expectation of harm, it is arguable we cannot know how to quantify it and weigh 
it up against the expected benefits. See Cullity 2015, section III for an argument like this. See also Heal 
and Millner 2014. They argue that given the depth and nature of our uncertainty about various aspects of 
the climate change problem, the expected utility framework for decision making under uncertainty is not a 
good one for use in climate change policy. 
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The problem for EU is that if it is going to come out against Lavish’s driving her SUV for fun 
along the scenic highway, it also must come out against Green’s occasional drive to the woods to 
go hiking. And in general, various seemingly permissible actions of Green’s would come out to 
be wrong on this model. 
 Take one of Green’s rare drives to the woods to go hiking, and compare it to one of 
Lavish’s many Sunday drives along the scenic highway. Things could easily be such that the 
numbers that go into the two expected utility calculations are the same, and thus that the two 
trips have the same expected utility. In particular, we can stipulate that the two trips produce the 
same amount of total emissions. Even if Lavish’s SUV produces more emissions per mile, we 
can just stipulate that Green’s round-trip to and from the woods is longer. Thus, there would not 
be any difference in the probability of making a difference for the worse, or in the magnitude of 
that supposed potential difference. So, the two trips would have the same expected harm.  
We can also stipulate that the expected benefit to each of going on their respective trips would be 
the same: the two trips have an equally high probability of giving their respective agents an 
equally fair amount of pleasure. But if these factors are the same, then the two acts have the same 
expected utility. 
 Of course the verdicts depend not only on the expected utility of the acts in question but 
also on the expected utility of the alternatives available to the agents. But there need not be any 
difference there either. 
 So, the point is: if we say that the calculus comes out against Lavish driving her SUV for 
fun, we also need to say that it comes out against Green’s driving her car to the woods. So, on 
EU, if the former is wrong, then so is the latter. 
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The same point can be made with respect to other things that Green does. Take her flying 
to Italy two years ago. The fact that she only travels once every few years does not enter into the 
expected utility calculation for that individual trip.14 So, there is no reason that taking this trip 
couldn’t get the same values in the expected utility calculus as one of Lavish’s many trips. So, if 
Lavish acts wrongly in travelling yet again on the expected utility view, then Green acts wrongly 
too in traveling just that one time. 
  This, intuitively, is not the right conclusion. Given that Green keeps her emissions so 
very low, and given that any one drive or flight is highly unlikely to make a difference for the 
worse (via climate change), it seems implausible that Green is violating her climate change 
related obligations by taking that one drive or that one rare vacation. 
 Now, if you are starting from a point of having already subscribed, on independent 
grounds, to an expected utility view about what individuals ought to do in general, this probably 
is not going to be a convincing argument against your view. You might be happy to just follow 
the EU approach wherever it leads. But my starting point is different: it is one of looking for an 
intuitively plausible answer to the inefficacy challenge. And the point is that, if this is what you 
are interested in, EU does not do well – it is either is too weak, yielding the skeptical conclusion, 
or it is implausibly strong. 
 But let’s consider some replies.  
First, advocates of EU might reply: ‘it is true that on our view, Green’s drive comes out 
wrong, just like Lavish’s. But it is not as though the two people are therefore moral equals. 
Green does way fewer of these wrongful acts. Whereas, Lavish is acting wrongly on emissions-
related grounds constantly. So, Lavish is deserving of much more criticism than Green.’ 
	
14 Other than if the rarity itself has a relevant effect on how much pleasure she gets from the trip, which it 
need not. More on this point shortly.  
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 I do not think we should be satisfied with this reply. The claim that Green acts wrongly in 
occasionally driving to the woods for a hike, or in flying to Italy that one summer, is still 
implausible. This is not to say that there is no climate change-related reason for Green not to do 
such things.15 But to say that these things are impermissible for her is intuitively false. She 
doesn’t seem morally criticizable, or to be going at all morally astray, in making those individual 
choices.16 
But perhaps the reply is that this intuition is mistaken, and we should not regard the 
conclusion that Green acts wrongly on those occasions as implausibly strong. One might say: 
‘yes, it is demanding, but morality should be very demanding when it comes to stopping severe 
climate change harms.’ 
But this reply won’t do.  The claim is not that morality should not demand a lot of us 
when it comes to stopping climate change harms. If it turned out that each time one drives, or 
flies, one has a fairly high chance at making a substantial difference in harm, via climate change, 
then it would not be implausible – at least not in the sense that I’m talking about – for morality to 
demand that one not drive a car just for the sake of the pleasure of going hiking, or for it to 
demand that one never travel for a vacation. My point is, rather, this: given the assumption that 
	
15 What reason there is depends on one’s answer to the inefficacy challenge at the level of reasons. See 
Nefsky 2017 for my answer (which can be combined with other answers as well). 
16 To this they might reply that we need to separate whether Green is criticisable from whether she is 
acting wrongly. It could be that because she is so good overall, and far better than the average person, it 
would be inappropriate to criticize her, but that she still acts wrongly. I agree that there are situations in 
which the fact that someone is generally very good, or much better than average, can make criticizing a 
relatively small moral failing of theirs inappropriate, even though it is still a failing. For instance, suppose 
Nessa is normally an exemplary mother, who is extremely patient, kind, and calm, but on one occasion 
she snaps at her kids – getting overly angry in response to something minor. One might feel as though one 
cannot criticize her for snapping that one time; it would not be reasonable to criticize her, given how calm 
and patient she generally is and given that this is a relatively small infraction. And yet, even though 
criticizing her may be inappropriate, it was still wrong for her to snap on that occasion. But while I 
recognize that there are cases like that, Green’s is not one of them: it is not that while Green is acting 
wrongly in driving to the woods to go hiking we should not criticize her for it; it is that she isn’t acting 




her drive, or her taking that flight to Italy, has no more than a tiny chance at making a difference 
when it comes to climate-change-related harms, and given that Green keeps her emissions so low 
overall, it seems unfittingly demanding for morality to forbid Green from ever doing those 
things.17 
 Perhaps a better way to reply, then, is to dispute my claims about the expected utilities. 
One might argue that the expected benefit for Green of any one of her trips to the woods must be 
much higher than the expected benefit to Lavish of any one of her scenic SUV drives, because 
Lavish is doing things like this all the time. Similarly, because it is rare for Green to travel, her 
Italy trip must have been so much more meaningful and pleasurable to her than any one of 
Lavish’s trips would have been to her. So my stipulation that they get the same expected benefit 
from their individual acts should be rejected. And if the expected benefit for Green is high 
enough, this could outweigh the expected harm, making these activities permissible for Green. 
 But the first issue with this reply is that it assumes that scenic drives, hikes in the country, 
and world travels always have a decreasing marginal utility, and that is not true. For these 
specific types of activities, whether or not they have a decreasing marginal utility within the 
particular sorts of choice situations under discussion will depend on the details. For Lavish, it 
need not be that each of her weekly drives is less pleasurable than it would be if she did it less 
frequently. It could easily be the opposite: because she does it weekly, the route becomes very 
	
17 A related point is that one cannot get out of the problem by opting for a less demanding version of EU. 
The dilemma arises just as much for a satisficing version, or a hybrid version that incorporates agent-
centred prerogatives. On a satisficing version, the problem will be that wherever you set the bar for 
impermissibility, if some of Lavish’s individual car trips (or travels) are going to fall below the bar, then 
so will Green’s. So, for a satisficing view to say that Lavish acts wrongly sometimes (which it must if it is 
to give a non-skeptical answer to the inefficacy problem), it must also say that Green acts wrongly with 
her occasional drive or rare flight. Similarly, for a hybrid view, which allows an agent to give a certain 
amount of additional weight to their own projects and commitments: if Lavish’s individual car trips are 
going to fall below the bar, such that they are impermissible despite the extra weight the agent-centred 
prerogative assigns to the benefits she gets from them, then so will Green’s. 
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familiar and thus the drive becomes more stress-free and purely pleasurable. We can also 
imagine that the ‘ritual’ element of it adds a significant amount of pleasure. And for Green, just 
because her car trips to the woods are rare, we cannot assume that they have some particularly 
elevated importance for her happiness. Her hikes can just be one among many things she enjoys 
doing. So, the stipulation that Lavish and Green in fact get the same amount of expected benefit 
from their respective car trips on a given occasion is entirely fine. 
Now EU can at least say that were the example different, such that there was some big 
life-changing benefit to Green of going to this hike, then it could be permissible for her to do so, 
even though Lavish’s SUV drive is impermissible. But the second, more important issue is this: 
the thought that it is only permissible for Green to drive to the woods on a rare occasion if she 
will get much more pleasure or fulfillment from doing so than Lavish gets from any one of her 
many trips in her SUV, and that otherwise it is impermissible for her to do so, is itself highly 
unintuitive. Even if nothing major is at stake for Green in whether or not she drives to the woods 
on a given weekend, it should be permissible for her to do so, given that she lives such a low-
emissions lifestyle and given that any one such trip is extremely unlikely to make a difference for 
the worse. We can fill out the scenario to make the stakes for Green obviously low: imagine that 
there are good hikes close to home that Green can access without driving but that she likes to 
drive out to this further location occasionally just for a change in scenery. Or even, imagine that 
she could get to this particular hiking trail without using her car – she could do so by taking a 
two-hour trip on a public bus. So, it is just a matter of convenience that she drives there. Even so, 
it seems unfitting for morality to forbid Green from enjoying this convenience on rare occasions, 
given that her overall emissions are so low.18 
	
18 One might propose that EU can avoid these troubles by focusing on overall patterns of activity or 




 EU, thus, faces a dilemma: either it is stuck with the implausible skeptical verdict that 
individuals do not have climate-change-related obligations with respect to their lifestyle choices, 
or it must commit to the implausibly strong verdict that even someone leading a very low-
emissions lifestyle cannot permissibly do things like drive or fly on rare occasions, if it is only 
for pleasure or convenience. What is it about EU that yields this result? 
 It is, in fact, something very general about the approach – something it has in common 
with many other views. And this is that it approaches the question of our individual obligations 
in collective impact cases by trying to identify a consideration that, in effect, makes acting in the 
relevant ways pro tanto wrong.  
By ‘the relevant ways’ I mean the ways that when enough of us so act, serious harm or 
injustice results; that is, the ways of acting in a collective impact case that generate the inefficacy 
challenge. Let’s call these the ‘collectively harmful’ ways of acting. By ‘pro tanto wrong’, I 
mean wrong on any given occasion unless there is a sufficiently weighty competing 
consideration speaking in favour of so acting on that occasion. Advocates of EU might not be 
	
Green’s lifestyles as a whole, instead of focusing on each act separately, we can get that Lavish acts 
impermissibly while Green acts permissibly. This is because – the argument would go – while each act of 
Lavish’s has only a tiny chance at making any difference for the worse, her overall pattern of activity has 
a substantial chance because the risk is repeated so many times. Green, on the other hand, only takes the 
tiny risk infrequently, and so her overall pattern does not have a high expected disutility. Repeatedly 
taking a tiny risk of harm adds up to a substantial risk, whereas taking it only a few times does not. (See 
Spiekermann 2014, pp. 76-77 for a similar idea.) However, while there might be something to this idea 
(see note 29 for more on this proposal), this is not the EU proposal under discussion. The authors I have 
in mind apply EU to individual acts, and not just to overall lifestyle choices or sets of acts. They are, as 
far as I can tell, working with a standard conception of EU on which it can be applied to any choice 
situation an agent faces, from individual acts to lifestyle choices. On this conception, there needs to be 
consistency between what EU says about an act viewed as part of a set and what it says about that same 
act viewed individually. (For a formal statement of this condition, see “Separability”, McClennan 1990, p. 
122). So, the EU proposal in question cannot condemn Lavish’s pattern of driving every Sunday, without 
saying of at least some of those individual drives that they come out as wrong on the expected utility 
calculus. Since any one of Lavish’s individual drives can have the same utility/disutility specifications as 
one of Green’s, it cannot condemn Lavish’s lifestyle or pattern over time without also condemning 
Green’s individual drives. 
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inclined to use the term ‘pro tanto wrong’ in describing their view, but it is a good way of 
capturing the very general feature of the view that I have in mind. In the case of climate change: 
EU claims that any ordinary emissions-producing activity has significant expected harm, and it 
says that therefore any such activity will be wrong, unless there is a sufficiently weighty 
expected benefit to doing it. This has the effect of saying that an emissions-producing activity is 
pro tanto wrong. 
 Many responses to the inefficacy challenge have this same general nature, and as a result 
they face the exact same problem: if they can get non-skeptical verdicts at all, it is at the cost of 
having to say, implausibly, that even someone leading a very low-emissions lifestyle cannot 
occasionally drive a car for the sake of pleasure or convenience, or cannot even take the rare 
vacation. 
 Take, for example, responses that appeal to notions of complicity or participation. Such 
views approach collective impact cases by saying that even if it makes no difference for the 
worse, your act can be wrong because it amounts to participation in a system, or way of life, or 
set of acts – the details vary – that causes great harm or injustice. By doing a collectively harmful 
act (e.g. driving, or boarding a plane), you are taking part in a system that causes these bad 
consequences. You are thus complicit, even if you do not yourself make a difference.19 
Presumably the claim is that complicity, in the relevant sense, is pro tanto wrong, rather than 
always all-things-considered wrong. Otherwise, these views wouldn’t be able to say that it is 
permissible to drive someone to the hospital to save them from a life-threatening emergency. So, 
these views have that same general nature that I attributed to EU: they say that an emissions-
	
19 See, for example, Kutz 2000, chapter 6, Parfit 1984 chapter 3, and Driver 2015. The point I am about to 
make also goes for a view that says that emissions-producing activities involve complicity in the sense of 
cooperating with someone else’s wrongful plan – for instance, cooperating with oil companies or the 
airline industry. For this understanding of complicity, see McPherson 2016, section 3. 
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producing act is wrong on any given occasion, unless there is some sufficiently weighty 
consideration in favour of doing it on that occasion. 
 They, thus, face the same problem: by stipulation, there are no weighty considerations 
speaking in favour of Green’s driving to the woods on the given occasion, or at least, nothing 
that is not also there for Lavish’s driving her SUV along the scenic highway and so nothing that 
this view should count as ‘sufficiently weighty’ if it wants non-skeptical verdicts. So, if it is 
going to get non-skeptical verdicts, this view must say that Green acts wrongly. This is the exact 
same result as with EU. 
4. The Imperfect Approach 
 What is the alternative to having a view of that nature? It might seem as though any non-
skeptical answer would have to be like this: if it is going to get obligations not to act in the 
collectively harmful ways, these would have to take the form of obligations not to do so unless 
there is a sufficiently strong countervailing consideration in favour of doing so. What else would 
a non-skeptical answer to the question look like? 
 But there is an alternative, and one that I think is much more plausible, at least in the case 
of climate change. The alternative is to argue for what I am going to call an ‘imperfect 
obligation’: an obligation to avoid acting in the collectively harmful ways – the ways that when 
enough of us so act, great harm or injustice results – enough of the time. So, rather than arguing 
that there is a consideration that makes acting in such ways pro tanto wrong (that is, wrong in 
any instance unless there is, in that instance, sufficiently strong countervailing considerations), 
this alternative type of approach is to argue that there is a consideration that makes acting in that 
way too much of the time wrong. On such an approach it can be permissible to act in a 
collectively harmful way even when there is no weighty moral consideration in favour of doing 
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so. But one must not do so too much. What counts as ‘too much’ would depend on the particular 
account; I am just describing a general nature that many different accounts could have.20 
 I am using the term ‘imperfect obligation’, but nothing hangs on this choice of 
terminology, and I am not claiming that my usage matches how others use the term. There is a 
relationship between my sense of imperfect obligations for collective impact contexts and what 
most others have in mind when they talk about imperfect duties. In particular, if we have an 
obligation in a collective impact case that is imperfect in the Kantian sense, this will also be 
imperfect in my sense. It will have the feature that I am talking about.21 But there can be views 
that are imperfect in my sense, without being imperfect in the Kantian sense. In any case, though, 
this is not important for my present purposes. 
 When it comes to climate change, an imperfect view – in my sense of the term – would 
say that what one is obligated to do is keep one’s emissions low enough. It is an obligation, in 
other words, to reduce your emissions (if they aren’t already low enough). This sort of obligation 
concerns your lifestyle choices taken cross-temporally. You must make these choices so that you 
do not emit too much over time. 
 On such a view, the wrongness of Lavish’s activities is found in what she does over time, 
and not in what she does on any one occasion taken in isolation. So, her driving her gas-guzzling 
	
20 Whether emitting ‘too much of the time’ should be understood as a pro tanto wrong or an all-things-
considered wrong will depend on the details of the account. There are ways of understanding ‘too much’ 
such that overriding considerations are built in, and ways of understanding it such that they aren’t. 
Especially on the former type of account, the content of what counts as ‘too much’ will need to vary 
depending on the individual. e.g. it might be different for someone poor than for someone wealthy, or for 
someone who is an ambulance driver than for someone who is a teacher at a school reachable by public 
transit. 
21 At least, on most interpretations of a Kantian ‘imperfect’ duty. The same goes for various other 
accounts of imperfect duties that are not specifically Kantian. For instance, see Hanser 2014. On Hanser’s 
account, “an imperfect duty is a second order reason, with requiring force, to act in accordance with first-
order justifying reasons of a certain kind often enough over time.” (p. 311) A duty that qualifies as 
imperfect on this account will also be imperfect in my simpler, less robust sense. For another example, 
see Schroeder 2013. 
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SUV along the scenic highway a given Sunday need not be wrong. What is wrong is that she 
does this sort of thing regularly.22 And on such a view, Green can permissibly drive to the woods 
on a given occasion, even if there is no weighty reason to do so, because she can do this without 
violating her obligation to keep her emissions low enough. 
  Of course, what counts as ‘low enough’ will have to be filled out. But again, this is the 
job of the particular account of our obligations. I’m just describing a general nature that many 
different accounts could have.23  
The possibility of an imperfect view has often been overlooked in discussions of 
collective impact cases. Authors often see the task as one of looking for a consideration that 
makes an instance of the relevant act type wrong (in the absence of strong competing 
considerations), and resultingly they think that if they can’t find such a consideration then we are 
left with the skeptical conclusion.24 But there is at least one important view in the literature that 
	
22 Her individual drive might be wrong, but one would not see this if one looked at it in isolation. If it is 
wrong, on an imperfect view, this would be derivative on its place in the overall pattern (e.g. it is past the 
point when one has already emitted too much overall.) Alternatively, though, there can be imperfect 
views on which no individual act is wrong, even though the overall pattern over time is wrong. This 
would be the moral equivalent of Tenenbaum and Raffman’s claim that there can be ‘top-down 
irrationality’: certain patterns of activity can be “irrational without any of the momentary actions that 
compose those patterns being irrational”. (2012, p. 22) One could have an imperfect view in which there 
is top-down wrongness: a certain pattern of activity (e.g. Lavish’s) can be wrong without any of the 
momentary actions that compose it being wrong. I give an example of such a view in note 29 below. 
23 One might wonder whether the notion of an imperfect obligation that I am invoking really marks off 
something distinctive. Is a so-called ‘imperfect obligation’ not to act in a collectively harmful way really 
just a perfect obligation not to act in that way too much? I am not going to delve into the details of 
whether or not this recasting works, because even if it does work, this is fine for me. It is not important 
for the point I am making that there is a deep, irreducible distinction between these two types of 
obligations. What is important is rather that there are two different ways a non-skeptical answer to the 
inefficacy challenge could go: (1) it could say that acting in collectively harmful ways is pro tanto wrong, 
or (2) it could say that while there are restrictions for individuals on acting in such ways, such acts are not 
pro tanto wrong – it can be permissible to do such things, even when there is no weighty moral 
consideration in favour of doing them. These are two different ways an answer to the problem could go, 
even if there is no deep category difference in the kind of obligation invoked. 
24 This is implicit in the possibilities that many authors consider, and the way they talk about them. But 
for a more explicit example, see Sinnott-Armstrong 2005. There Sinnott-Armstrong says that to 
investigate whether we have global-warming-related obligations as individuals with respect to our 
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does yield imperfect obligations, in my sense of the term. This is the view that our individual 
obligations in these cases take the form of obligations to do one’s ‘fair share’ of a collective 
obligation. Whether or not one does one’s fair share of our collective obligation to reduce 
harmful climate change is a matter of whether one keeps one’s overall emissions low enough, 
rather than being about what one does on any given occasion taken in isolation.25 One can drive 
for fun along a scenic highway, or to the woods to go hiking, without violating this obligation, 
and this is so even if there is no weighty consideration in favour of such a drive.26 
I give the fair share view, though, just as an example of an existing view that has the 
general nature that I am talking about.27 I am not specifically advocating for it, and indeed, I 
	
lifestyle choices we can focus on a test case: is it wrong to drive a gas-guzzling SUV just for fun on a 
particular sunny Sunday afternoon? He looks at many different attempts to explain why this drive would 
be wrong, and argues against each one, concluding that it is not wrong. He draws from this the skeptical 
conclusion: individuals do not have obligations with regard to their lifestyle choices and emissions. It is 
governments not individuals who have an obligation to do something about climate change. (pp. 311-312) 
But once one recognizes the possibility of an imperfect view, one sees that this skeptical conclusion about 
individual obligations does not follow from the arguments about the test case. Even if it is true that an 
individual joy ride in a SUV is not wrong, this does not mean that individuals are not obligated to reduce 
their emissions. An imperfect obligation could even require drastic reduction in emissions, without 
making any one such drive taken in isolation wrong. 
25 One author who explicitly points out this difference between EU and the fair share approach is Hiller. 
Hiller is an advocate of EU, and notes explicitly that on his view a Sunday drive is pro tanto wrong, 
whereas on a ‘equal shares’ approach it is not. (Hiller 2011, p. 360) Hiller does not see this as a 
disadvantage of his view, but I am arguing that it is a feature that makes it implausible. 
26 Various authors take a fair share approach to obligations in collective impact cases. Baatz (2014) is one 
such author who explicitly talks about how the fair share duty he is advocating for is imperfect in the 
Kantian sense. Baatz argues that there is a collective duty to limit global emissions, and that as a result 
each person has a duty to not exceed their fair share of the global emissions budget. But how much is 
one’s fair share depends on the details of one’s circumstances, and all we can really say in general is that 
each person is morally required to reduce their emissions “as far as can reasonably be demanded of 
them.” (Baatz, p. 10) This is an imperfect duty in the sense that it is not clear what exactly it requires, and 
so there is latitude for the individual to decide. As I mentioned, an imperfect duty in this Kantian sense is 
also an imperfect duty in my sense: on such a view an individual emissions-producing activity need not 
be wrong, even if there is nothing substantial speaking in favour of it. Baatz notes this feature of his 
account. However, he also argues that it is very unlikely that, in the actual world we live in, a drive in a 
gas-guzzling SUV would not involve exceeding one’s fair share. (See p. 12) 
27A related but different example can be found in Schroeder 2013, pp. 26-27. 
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myself am inclined to take a different approach.28 But since my goal in this paper is only to argue 
that we should aim for a view that yields an imperfect obligation, and not to argue for any one 
particular such view, I will not get into this here.29 
5. Extension to Other Cases 
My focus has been on the nature of our obligations as individuals with respect to our 
lifestyle choices and climate change. I have argued that we should aim for a view in which such 
obligations are imperfect. I think the same conclusion is correct in various other collective 
impact contexts as well. Suppose, for instance – as might be the case – that a large-scale change 
in demand from conventional to fair trade coffee would greatly reduce the exploitation of coffee 
farmers in developing countries, but that any one purchase won’t, or at least is extremely 
unlikely to make a difference. The relevant decisions in the supply chain (about labour practices, 
who is employed on various farms, and so on) will almost certainly not go differently depending 
on any one ordinary individual’s coffee purchases. Supposing these claims are true, this is a 
	
28 Very briefly: I’ve argued elsewhere that an act can make significant progress toward changing an 
outcome even if it cannot (or is extremely unlikely to) individually make a difference. I argue, for 
instance, that by refraining from driving I make small but real progress toward less harmful climate 
change outcomes, regardless of whether the harms of climate change will be different depending on my 
having done so. (See Nefsky 2017). If I am right about this, then I think this can ground an obligation. I 
ought to refrain from driving because doing so will make progress toward preventing severe climate 
change harms. So, in my view, being highly unlikely to make a difference does not undercut having an 
obligation grounded in what you individually can do toward changing the outcome – in the instrumental 
progress you can make. But what it does do is affect what it makes sense for this obligation to be – 
namely, it makes it an imperfect obligation. Because things do not, or are extremely unlikely to, depend 
on any one individual such act of yours, the obligation is imperfect: it is an obligation to make such 
choices ‘enough’ of the time, rather than to do so each time. On my view, fairness to other agents who are 
doing something toward preventing climate change harms might be a relevant factor in setting how much 
counts as enough, but – contrary to the fair share approach –  fairness to such agents is not the primary 
grounds for the obligation to reduce one’s emissions. 
29 A different possibility for how one might get an imperfect view is that one could argue that in collective 
impact cases we should apply expected utility to patterns of activity over time, or overall lifestyles, but 
reject the idea that the expected utility analysis works when applied to individual acts in these cases. On 
such an approach, one could say that Lavish’s pattern over time is wrong because she is taking a 
miniscule but real risk of harm frequently, whereas Green’s is not because she is only taking the risk very 
rarely. But it would say that if you take any individual act of Lavish’s or Green’s it is not wrong. This 
would be a major departure from the typical EU proposal, as explained in note 18. 
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collective impact case. A solution to the inefficacy challenge that yields an imperfect obligation 
here would say: each of us ought generally to opt for fair trade coffee, but the occasional 
purchase of non-fair-trade coffee can be permissible (even if there is no significant moral 
consideration in favour of it). Occasionally having a cup of coffee at a place that just sells 
‘coffee’ (no further information available) is okay. But making a daily habit of it is not. It seems 
to me that this is the right sort of response to aim for. A response that condemns even the 
occasional purchase of conventional coffee (in the absence of some unusual weighty reason for 
the purchase) seems unreasonable, given that such a purchase almost certainly won’t make a 
difference for the worse to anyone. But a skeptical view which says consumers are under no 
moral constraints when it comes to such purchases seems like it cannot be right either, if it is 
really true that collective consumer choices in this domain have a major impact on the lives of 
thousands of workers. An imperfect account would be ideal. 
Consider next the idea that most middle-class individuals in wealthy countries have an 
obligation to donate to efforts to aid the global poor. While this is often overlooked, the 
inefficacy challenge comes up here. It is often assumed that if one took the money that one 
would otherwise choose to spend on, say, a new pair of pants or movie tickets, and donated it 
instead to a famine relief fund, one would thereby be “preventing another person from 
starving.”30 But this is doubtful. As Cullity says, faced with a famine, a relief agency would 
likely:  
make a large-scale calculation of the size of the overall need, the amount of money they 
are likely to be able to raise from various sources to pay for it, and the extent to which it 
makes sense to draw on contingency funds in the light of other likely calls on them. 
Guided by these large-scale considerations, they then arrange the shipment of a large 
quantity of food.31 
 
	
30 As Singer (1972, p. 235) puts it. 
31 Cullity 2004, pp. 58 - 59. 
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With this sort of decision-making process in mind, it seems highly unlikely that $30 more or less 
in the agency’s large pool of funds will make a difference to what aid is provided to people. 
Suppose that is correct. If so, then a view which says that, even if someone is donating a large 
portion of their own income, they act wrongly if they spend some money on movie tickets or a 
nice dinner out (unless there is a weighty reason for them to do so, e.g. their own life projects 
depend on it) is highly implausible. And as with climate change, it is doubtful we can avoid that 
implausible result without falling into a skeptical conclusion, unless we adopt an imperfect view. 
Many philosophers have argued for views of beneficence that count as imperfect in the 
relevant sense: these include both Kantian-style imperfect duties of beneficence (in which there 
is some indeterminacy involved), and also ‘cap’ or ‘fair share’ views of beneficence.32 But 
advocates of these views often assume that when you spend small amounts of money rather than 
donating it, you are passing up an opportunity to prevent some distant person from suffering or 
dying. They argue that, nonetheless, because of – for example – considerations of integrity or 
fairness or self-ownership, you do not need to donate every time that you could without 
significant cost to yourself. You just need to do so ‘enough’ overall. Wherever you stand on 
those arguments, my point is simpler and weaker. It is not about whether it is okay to pass up a 
	
32 For an example of the second sort of account, see Murphy 2003. For an argument for the first sort of 
account, see Noggle 2009. See also Portmore 2012, especially pp. 35-36. Noggle raises a similar ‘either 
too weak or too strong’ dilemma with various moderate principles of beneficence to support the need for 
the sort of Kantian imperfect view that he describes. But I am making quite a different case here. 
Crucially, I am appealing to the claim that an individual contribution has a low probability of making a 
difference. This provides quite a different (or, if you want, an additional) basis that the ‘too strong’ side is 
indeed too strong. It no longer is (just) a point about how much sacrifice morality can demand of you. It is 
instead about what a fitting format for demands look like when the chances of individually making a 
difference by contributing to a collective pool are very low. Note that Noggle objects to the ‘fair share’ or 
‘cap’ views on the basis that they allow someone to not save a person drowning in a pond in front of them 
as long as they do their share of beneficent contributions overall. (The idea is that an ‘ends-based’ 
imperfect conception of the sort that Noggle endorses avoids that result.) However, this argument against 
fair share or cap views does not have the same force insofar as we think that a cap or fair share duty is 
restricted to contexts in which one’s individual contributions are highly unlikely to make a difference 
themselves (but in which very many such contributions by very many people will). This is why I am open 
to its being either the cap/fair share-style view or the Kantian sort of imperfect duty. 
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clear opportunity to prevent death or suffering. Instead, it is restricted to what we should say 
about our duty to make monetary contributions that are such that, while very many would make a 
large difference, any one is highly unlikely to make a difference itself. The point is that at least if 
that is the sort of context we are in, an imperfect obligation (in the broad sense specified) has 
great intuitive plausibility. 
 But while an imperfect view is highly intuitive in various collective impact cases, our 
intuitions might not go the same way in certain other cases. One case in which one might not 
find the imperfect view attractive or intuitive is that of meat consumption and factory farming. 
This is a collective impact case because, while a large shift in demand away from factory-farmed 
meat would result in many fewer animals being tortured on factory farms, it seems that any one 
purchase is not going to, or is very unlikely to, make a difference to the suffering of animals. The 
factory farm, which operates at a massive scale, is almost certainly not going to be making 
different production decisions in virtue of a single purchase.33 But even so, for many of us, it 
might seem as though the facts about the suffering of animals on factory farms should make it 
impermissible to ever purchase factory-farmed meat – at least unless there is some unusual, 
strong reason to buy it (e.g. your life depends on it). An imperfect view might, thus, seem too 
weak. 
 There are two possibilities: this is right and we need a view that yields a perfect 
obligation (saying purchasing factory-farmed meat is pro tanto wrong), or this isn’t right and it 
should be an imperfect obligation there too. Begin with the first possibility. So, suppose we 
should get a perfect obligation: buying factory-farmed meat is always wrong, in the absence of 
strong moral considerations in favour of doing so. Even if that is right, this is not an argument in 
	
33 Or at least, so it seems. I will not argue for this here. See Budolfson 2018 for an argument that this is 
indeed correct. Whether or not one agrees with the full argument in his paper, I think it at least shows that 
the chance is very small. However, see Hedden forthcoming for a reply to Budolfson.  
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favour of EU, or any other view (e.g. complicity) that is only capable of yielding a perfect 
obligation or none. After all, in the climate change case and others, a perfect obligation remains 
implausible. What we should aim for instead is a view that can differentiate the two kinds of 
cases: one that can yield an imperfect duty in the climate change case and a perfect duty in the 
meat case. EU cannot do that. 
There are two ways one could go about differentiating the two kinds of cases. One is to 
come up with a single source of our obligations that yields an imperfect obligation in some cases, 
like the climate change case, but a perfect obligation in others, like the meat case.34 The second 
is to argue that there are different moral factors at play in the two cases, and thus different 
sources for the obligations, such that in the one case there is a perfect obligation and the other an 
imperfect one. Neither of these paths is available within EU. 
But now consider the other possibility: could it be that the imperfect view is right in the 
factory-farming case too? Keep in mind that just because we have an imperfect view, it need not 
be very permissive. How much counts as refraining ‘enough’ will depend on the details of the 
account. It could be quite restrictive, such that one must not eat factory-farmed meat almost all 
the time. What an imperfect view denies is that one can never permissibly purchase factory-
farmed meat unless there is a strong morally relevant consideration in favour of doing so. A view 
	
34 I’m not sure whether or not the fair share approach can get a perfect obligation in the meat case, but it 
does provide an example of a single account of our obligations that can sometimes yield perfect 
obligations and sometimes imperfect. The fair share view can, for example, explain why the obligation is 
perfect in ‘one-off’ cases: cases in which each person only has one chance to contribute or not in the 
relevant way, rather than repeated chances over time. Voting in an election is like this. The fair share 
view can say that because we have an obligation to elect the better/less harmful candidate, each of us has 
a duty to do our share of that. And because each of us has only one chance to either vote or not in a given 
election, doing one’s share requires voting (for the better/less harmful candidate), even though doing so 
almost certainly won’t make a difference to whether or not that candidate wins. Thus, you are obligated to 
vote for the better candidate (or, perhaps, to abstain if you cannot come to a sufficiently informed 
decision), provided there is no weighty competing consideration. This counts as a perfect obligation in my 
sense. See Brennan 2009 for the fair share reply to the inefficacy objection to voting, including the idea 
that it might make abstaining obligatory for some people. 
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could deny that, and thus count as imperfect in the relevant sense, while still saying that it is 
wrong to buy factory-farmed meat any more than very rarely. Of course, it could be more 
permissive. But the point is that exactly how restrictive or permissive it is depends on the 
particular account, and is not settled by the claim that the duty is imperfect. 
With this in mind, I don’t think we should find it necessarily implausible that our 
obligations in the factory-farming case are imperfect too. Or at least, I don’t think we should find 
it implausible if it is indeed true that any one purchase is extremely unlikely to make a difference 
to the suffering of animals (and to other bad consequences, like climate change.)  
Many people who are vegetarian, and vegetarian on broadly consequentialist grounds 
having to do with animal suffering and wanting to prevent it, regard it as forbidden to ever 
purchase meat, and yet are totally comfortable taking at least occasional car trips just for 
convenience, or taking occasional airplane flights just for the sake of pleasure or career 
advancement. They are comfortable doing so, despite knowledge of the looming catastrophic 
threats to humans and animals of climate change. Why is that? Why do they have this 
combination of attitudes? 
 I am doubtful that it is because they know that the expected harm of a single meat 
purchase is much higher than the expected harm of an individual car trip or airplane flight. Nor, 
do I think it is because they are confident that the expected benefit of their driving or taking an 
airplane in each instance is substantial enough to outweigh the expected climate change harm. 
The difference in attitude is likely instead because of a phenomenological difference. The idea 
that it is very unlikely that one will individually make a difference is phenomenologically salient 
in the case of climate change, and is not so in the meat-purchasing case. Buying some chicken 
from the butcher does not feel like the kind of act that is very unlikely to make any difference at 
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all to chickens. If, however, one internalizes the idea that a single purchase of factory-farmed 
chicken is extremely unlikely to make a difference for the worse to any chickens, but also that 
many such purchases by very many people make a huge difference for the worse, then I think an 
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